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Storytelling is the untangling of, and bringing order 

to, the chaos of actual experience and packaging it in a 

way that is usable for yourself and other people going 

forward.” Jonathan Harris, artist and programmer

Erik Kessels: “Photography in abundance”.
A boy looking through one million pictures, 

printed from one days uploads on flickr.
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Introduction

Looking for meaning 
in large amounts of 
data relating to digital 
photography produced 
by groups of people.

This project is about dealing with the enormous amount of 
documentation we are producing about our lives today. The 
information gathered is increasingly digital, in the form of photos 
and traces left by the devices and services we use every day, and 
much of it is put online.

In this way the Internet is becoming our memory. The capacity of 
this immense brain seems to have no limitation, and it does not 
forget. It keeps information of individuals, networks of friends and 
collectives that are bigger than nations. Finding ways to navigate 
through this wealth of data to in search of meaning seem to be one 
of the great challenges facing us today and in the future.

Another challenge is that a lot of data never make it into the cloud, 
but are stuck on hard drives and memory cards that have a life 
span of around five years. Memories that might have great value to 
someone are lost forever. A reason for this might be that we lack 
effective ways to structure and share such information.

My project puts itself in the field of navigating and organizing 
large datasets to look for meaning. The initial limit I have defined 
is to work with sets of data made by groups of people during 
specific experiences. It also begins to suggest ways to deal with 
the seemingly endless stream of data coming from our digital 
companions.

The tagline during my work has been “Storytelling tools for groups 
of travellers”. With this in mind, I have made a digital toolbox that 
focuses on how to work with events that produce spikes in the 
amount of content produced and explore how to help groups tell 
stories they have experienced, together.

In my diploma program I defined as a goal to create digital tools 
in the form of pieces of software, not to design a new system 
or service ready for implementation. I have created the tools by 
working with real data, mostly from a study trip to London with a 
group of students.

This report describes some of my process, the actual tools I have 
made and possibilities for how they can be devolped and used 
further.

The projects aim is create spesific tools, rather than to 

design a completely new sevice.

The amount of information pro-
duced is increasing rapidly, and 
more and more of it is digital.
Infographic from article by 
Jonathan Good, 
www.1000memories.com

Group photo in Armenia
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Process
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Early in the project, I did an analysis of other services that I found 
interesting to know more about before starting my own work.All 
the concepts I have looked at involve communication between two 
parts, relaying some form of “story”. The stories have different 
sizes, positions in time, and number of collaborators.  

The first thing I looked at (Fig 1.) was the number of people on 
each side of communication through the different media. I found 
that almost all the services are made to let single individuals 
transmit information from themselves to smaller or bigger 
groups of people. The clear exception is Wikipedia, where the 
articles have no defined senders, but can be written and updated 
by anyone. Tracks, which is an iPhone app that let groups share 
photos to a common track among friends during experiences, is 
the only other service in the “many-to-many” field. This tells me 
that there might still be room for digital tools that aims for sharing 
content as a group, rather than as individuals.
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Fig 1.

Looking at relevant 
properties of existing 
services, to get a 
better overview of 
some areas my project 
touch upon.
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Fig 2. An annotated mapping of how people can organize as communicators with 
different services.

Fig 3. Mapping the different media to look at if speed  (instant/new) or depth (old/
timeless) is weighted amongst the users.
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Fig 4. Mapping the perceived amount of effort users put into content 
before publishing on different services. 

Fig 5. Checking to see if the services care about meta data.

The values represented in the mappings are my approximations 
on the different aspects, and are made to get an impression of the 
themes I chose to look at. All the services, except Wikipedia are 
described in my program, so I will not repeat that here.

There might still be room for digital tools that aim for 

sharing content as groups, rather than as individuals.
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Colors

When working with images as sets of data, I wanted to be able to 
remove the focus from the motifs of the pictures, but still have a 
connection to the original image. Using a single color to represent 
an image would be useful for making simple interfaces, and to 
be able to see patterns in the data when viewing large amounts 
together.

Finding the one color that represents an image turns out to be 
a quite difficult task that many has attempted before me, with 
varying success. Here are my attempts.

Photoshop method 1

The perhaps easiest way is to take the average color of all the 
pixels in the image. I started by doing this in Photoshop, by 
converting the images down to 1x1 pixel and using the color 
of that pixel. Photoshop have several different methods for 
resampling the pixels that will give two different outcomes. The 
“Bilinear” and “Bicubic” methods will take the real average of the 
colors, but tend to get very grey or brown (a bit like mixing all the 
colors in a painting set). The “Nearest Neighbor” will give more 
random outcomes, and appears hit-and-miss.

Processing

Next I experimented by writing a little program in Processing, 
that sorts all the pixels based on brightness and on color. While 
this gave some interesting results, it seemed hard to find a generic 
method to find the most “significant” color of an image. It turns 
out to be a hard task for computers to predict what humans would 
deem a “significant” color, as this is related to context and motif, 
as well as color intensity and contrasts etc. The program could 
definitely be developed further, but seemed like it would take too 
much effort to get results that would be really useful.

Original.

Settings in Photoshop for scal-
ing images.

Pixels sorted: bright to dark. Pixels sorted: bright to dark, and 
red - green - blue.

Processing sketch:

How to represent 
images by a single 
color.

The process of representing an image as one color 

turns out to be a quite difficult task.

Photoshop method 2

After some further research, I found a method that gave a quite 
consistently decent result. By choosing a small sample near the 
centre of the image, and then finding the average color of this, 
there was a good chance to hit some representable color. I let an 
automated batch process in Photoshop run through all the images 
from London to used them in the tools.

Ideally, I would like to put some restraints on the resulting 
colors, to avoid very white or very black colors if there are other 
alternatives in the image. Another solution would be to find more 
than one color per image, and work with them in other way to get 
more representational colors.

 

Original: 

Bicubic/Bilinear:

Nearest neighbour:

8px center average: 

Comparison of the methods:

selection

result: 
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Early experiment with color reduction in Photoshop. Some of my final results of color reduction of some images from London, one color per photo.

Inspiration 1: Dribbble.com reduces all submitted artwork into 8 colors 
and makes them searchable. (Image: “Coach’s Eye hat” by Joe Dearman).

Inspiration 2: “Boston summer colors”. Mapping average colors of Flickr 
photos. By Andy Woodruff for The Boston Globe.

Inspiration 3: “Poésie de supermarché” by Caroline Fabès.
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Grids

Displaying large numbers of elements on a page requires a system 
of visual organization. Here I will describe some experiments 
and research I did on how to order content in stacks and grids. 
I wanted to be able to work with different sized elements, both 
to take in account variations in picture shape and size, and to be 
able to use size to emphasize some elements over other. I also 
wanted to look at how layouts affect perceived order, sequence and 
narrative.

Fibonacci spiral

First, I tried to make a system based on the golden ratio that is the 
key to making a lot of regular patterns, like the Fibbonacci spiral. 

Exploring ways to 
stack elements in 
effective and useful 
ways.

544 336 208 128 80 48 32 16

Fibbonacci spiral

Building blocks for grid experiment, with corresponding sizes in pixels.

This number is famous for appearing everywhere in nature as well 
as in culture like design, architecture and music.

By placing random blocks on a page and stacking them by a simple 
rule from top left and down, it turns out that the resulting grid 
leaves quite a bit of white space, and appears “messy” as there are 
many lines that does not align. While this might be useful for 
some purposes like collages and mood boards, it breaks continuity 
and impression of specific order. Adding smaller blocks could fill 
the white spaces, but would require scaling content down so it 
could not be recognized.

Also, the blocks in this case are squares, so most photos would 
have to be cropped to fit within the blocks.

Stack of random blocks of three different sizes, result is quite stag-
gered with a lot of white space.

The golden ratio.
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small-landscape square portrait large-landscape

Columns

Next, I looked at different websites that display content in 
structured grids, and found that using fixed widths for the 
elements is a big trend online (“Pintrest-style”).
I made a system around this kind of stacking, and found that it 
works good to display “streams” of elements, especially in pages 
where scrolling up and down is a part of the navigation. It does 
not imply a strict sense of order amongst the content, but is quite 
effective at emphasizing some blocks, by letting elements fill more 
columns. This also makes it easier to account for content with 
different sizes.

Building blocks and a stack in column-based grid with margins and one 
element with double width. Based on http://inventorystudio.co.uk.

Rows

To keep a sense of sequence in the content, I found that keeping a 
strict grid, with aligned rows seems to work best. There might be 
a cultural reason for this, as this follows the reading direction of 
western text.

Masonry

When I started working with code to put this into use, I found 
some very helpful tools that were able to produce most of the 
results I wanted in HTML. First the Masonry script that stacks 
elements neatly. And then Masonry’s “big brother” called Isotope 
that includes more methods for ordering, and can also help out 
with filtering and rearranging, which I ended up using for some of 
my tools. 

Pictures in a regular, row based grid that keeps the sense of sequence.

Masonry in action.

How does visual organization affect perceived order, 

structure and narrative?
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Case
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One of the reasons for choosing to work with this theme is that 
I have travelled quite a lot together with groups of people, for 
longer and shorter periods of time and distances. One of my 
observations before starting this project was that activities like 
travel lead to a heightened activity of documentation. People want 
to remember their experiences, and photography is a great media 
for assisting memory.

Another observation is that intentions of sharing pictures with 
each other are often broken, and content of interest to others in 
the group are stuck on memory cards or hard drives forever (or 
until the media stops working - which is not that long).

Why London?

When the interaction class at AHO was going to London for a 
study trip in March, it seemed like a great chance to get a fresh 
set of pictures to work with. This was interesting type of event, 
in that it involved several people, doing things both together and 
in smaller groups. People were responsible for their own tickets, 
so they arrived and left London at different times, which would 
produce a complex dataset. And of course, the educational content 
was also a great bonus.

Joining a group of 
students to London, 
to get hold of the 
digital documentation 
they produced.

Case: London study trip

Preparations 
Before the trip, I issued a survey to the class, to prepare for the 
types of data they would produce, and to learn about their habits 
and attitudes towards photography and sharing. I also asked them 
if I could collect their pictures and any other data they would 
produce, after the trip. Everyone agreed to give me all or most of 
their data. The survey and the results are included in the appendix, 
so I will not go into detail of that here.

I did not put any restrictions or leads on how they should 
behave, or what to document. As described in my ‘model for 
refining experience into stories’ in my program, I believe that 
documentation should be non-intrusive to the real experiences. 
What is considered intrusive, is of course very subjective, and 
creating tools for documentation that people accept and enjoy 
could be the basis of whole other project.

I asked people with smartphones if they would run an app called 
OpenPaths in the background, to collect GPS-coordinates. This 
app is designed to preserve battery life and privacy. It produces less 
accurate results that other location tracking apps, but is possible to 
use, as it does not drain a phone in a couple of hours. Due to some 
technical issues, only one person other than me turned in location-
data. One person also gave me a list of checkins from Foursquare.

Observations

While in London I noticed a couple of things in relation to how 
the class was documenting. First, taking pictures becomes a social 
thing, and a sort of culture within the group arises. People start 
taking pictures of specific things, and new situations result from 
the use of cameras. For example when people started taking 
pictures of other people taking pictures.

The other thing, that became even more clear when I started 
looking at the photos back home, is that the rate of documentation 
is not always related to the “interestingness” of the event taking 

place. In many cases it is the opposite; people take pictures when 
they are bored and need something to do. Other times the event 
was so interesting that people forgot, or it was inappropriate or 
not allowed to take pictures.

These were interesting points that I wanted to keep in mind in the 
later work.
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Data Collected

After the trip, the documentation was collected from the 
participants. Here is the first overview of the material for the rest 
of the project, and a description of the gathering process.

Finding ways to relay the data is obviously a problem, as it took 
me over a week in total before I managed to get hold of all of it. 
This was also something that I wanted to look into in my further 
work.

List of the data collected:

•	 2642 Photos from 13 cameras/mobiles

•	 24 Videos

•	 About 300 GPS points

•	 1 Sound clip

First break-
down of the 
data collected, 
and the people 
producing 
them.

Process of gathering data:

Tuesday 6th: 

1. Magnus sent me pictures and a soundfile as a zip-file via 
Sprend.com.

Wednesday 7th: 
Sent out mail about gathering the data.

Thursday 8th:

2. Silje sent me pictures via Dropbox.

Friday 9th: 

Gathered in classroom,
3. Rudolf gave me files from camera (sd-card).
4. Wei uploaded pictures to Flickr (brings original files later).
5. Mosse gave me a selection of files from her iPhone.
6. Taira gave me all her photos, including pictures from staying 
with a friend, by usb-stick.

Monday 12th: 

Gathered in classroom,
7. Andreas gave me a zip-file of pictures, and foursquare-checkins 
on usb-stick.
8. Peder gave me pictures on a hard disk.
9. Wei tried to send me pictures by Dropbox, but syncing failed.

Wednesday 14th. 

Gathered last pictures in classroom,
10. Aleksander gave me pictures on a usb-stick.
11. Øyvind gave me pictures on a hard disk
12. Received all of Wei’s pictures on from sd-card.
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Behind the data

After recieving the data,  I started the task of organizing and 
understanding the meta data in all the pictures. Because of all the 
different camera types, the process of mining this data for the 
useful points, was a quite big task that took more time than I had 
hoped.

Using ExifTool (described in the appendix), I got the data into a 
spreadsheet, to get an overview and finding out what categories 
could be useful, and which was not. In the end ExifTool was used 
again with a filter I made to extract the relevant data into a comma 
separated files that could be used later.

Photo meta data:

•	  443 683 data points

•	  746 categories

ExifTool -@ iphone_4s-g0.args *.JPG -csv > useful.csv 

-g0 -c “%.12f” -g0 

Command used to extract useful meta data.
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The Tools
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About the tools

The following section describes the actual tools that I have 
made in this procject. I have worked hands on with code in an 
explorative way, and the tools have sprung out from wanting 
to work with, and look at actual data. I usually start by making  
simple paper sketches, before starting to write code at an early 
stage. 

This has made new ideas pop up, from possibilities that turn up 
when having made a set of functions, while other ideas have been 
laid to rest they would require an unreasonable amount of effort 
to get working within the limits of the project. Some of these ideas 
I have evidenced further as concepts, and tried to describe in this 
report.

The tools are: 

- Timelines

- Select Events

- MetaGraph

- Flipbook

- Collage

- Map

Six tools that grew 
out from working 
with real data.
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Timelines

How does the complete story of a group experience look? This is 
an impossible question, as it has an infinite number of answers.
With the Timelines tool, I wanted to get an overview of all the 
data I had collected in London. The interface simply consists of 
one “timeline-bar” for each person, with each of the photos taken 
by that person represented by a small block.

Looking at the data this way gives quite good overview, and some 
structures start to appear. It is possible to make out when people 
have been sleeping, and times of intense activity, like Friday 
morning when the whole group went to visit several companies. 
It says something about people’s habits through photography. 
Some seem to take pictures more regularly, while others snap 
pictures in concentrated bursts. Some people also use the camera 
as “something to do” when they are bored.

Navigation

To get a closer look at the material, I built navigation controls. By 
moving the mouse cursor over the blocks, a thumbnail appears 
showing the actual photo represented. I also added buttons that 
makes it possible to zoom in and out as well as pan left and right to 
look closer into the timelines.

A tool for comparing 
individual streams of 
photos, and for dis-
playing and navigat-
ing complex datasets 
from groups of peo-
ple. The Timelines 
can be expanded into 
a collaborative inter-
face for dealing with 
all your photos.

All the photos from London mapped out as timelines in the initial view of the tool.

Button that highlights predefined 
events across the timelines.

Future feature: select and define 
events across the timelines.

Timelines zoomed in to look 
at a selected event, “on the 
green roof”. Wei’s photo of 
graffiti is showing because of 
the mouse cursor position.

When changing the section of view, the labelled axis underneath  
update to show the correct time, so it is possible to keep track of 
what you are looking at.

In the layout above, another feature is activated, which is the 
possibility to highlight certain events. I have predefined a few 
ranges in the pictures, that changes color in the overview. This 
makes it easy to what see happened when, and who took part in 
which events. 

A useful feature would be a selection tool for creating new events. 
This would be a quick way of enriching the dataset in a way that 
could be used in visualizations and storytelling. The select feature 
is not yet implemented, but is fully possible to do.

The Timelines tool provides overview, and shows 

structures in the material.
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The issue of time

When we left for London, I asked the group to set the internal 
clocks in their cameras, to make is possible to work with the 
pictures in relations to time. It turned out that a lot of them got 
this wrong.

In the timelines shown above, I have figured out a time offset 
for the five people in the group that had incorrect times set, and 
adjusted them to make them align correctly. The Timelines tool 
works very well to find such errors, and help correct them. I have 
made a button that moves the individual timelines to show the 
positions before/after the time offsets. The errors ranged from a 
few minutes to one hour to several months. 

A feature that could be implemented to address this problem is 
the ability to align timelines by simply dragging them in place. 
Possibly errors could also be detected by analysing the data, and 
suggesting changes automatically.

Beyond London

The Timelines tool work by extracting meta data from photos, 
and using the data for assigning positions to elements on the page. 
This is a very general method, and I wanted to see if I could use it 
for other data than the set I had collected from London.

So I started testing with data I had available; all the digital 
pictures I have ever taken. Since I got my first digital camera for 
Christmas 2004, I have taken around 36.000 pictures. The process 
of extracting and cleaning the meta data from the disk where I 
keep my collection of pictures took a few hours, and with a few 
adjustments to the code, I got this:

Button that toggles the defined 
time offsets to correct errors in 
clock settings.

Illustration of how time is 
adjusted. Left: the pictures are 
in the original position, based 
on camera time. Right: time-
lines have been scrubbed into 
place, so that pictures that 
are taken at the same time is 
aligned.

The resulting graphic looks almost like a representation of a 
sound file, but instead of sound volume, the “spikes” represent 
times where I have taken a lot of pictures. Most of them indicate 
significant events in my life, which I like to remember.

I worked a bit more with the representation, and indicated the 
different cameras I had used (which are a quite many) by color. 
This reminded me that most the long blank areas were times 
where I did not have a camera, due to loss or theft.

Canon IXUS 40
Canon IXUS 55
Canon IXUS 65
Olympus E-510
Canon IXUS 75

Canon IXUS 860 IS
Canon EOS 7D

Canon EOS 60D
Sony Ericsson W850i , iPhone 3GS

I then separated pictures from my camera phones (in red), as these 
seemed to follow a different pattern, and looked like “background 
noise” in the graphic. This is because I use the camera phone in a 
different way, taking more “everyday pictures”, and I find most of 
them to be more personal and not involving groups as often.

By also entering my girlfriend’s photos, I was able to see what 
events we had done together, and what we had done by ourselves. 
I also started looking for other stories in the data, like when my 
cameras were stolen, and how many other people was involved in 
the different events.

LondonVenezia Concert

Dance

+14 people +3 people

The RaftBuss to India CabinCorsica

Ars Electronica

Went to 
Norway

Camera 
stolen

Roskilde, borrowed 
Guro’s camera

China

+25 people +2 people

+4 people

+10 people
+Nick

+10 people
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Possibilities

I started to see how this could be used as an interface to deal 
with the huge amount of pictures many of us produce today. The 
Timeline could serve as a navigation tool in addition to, or as a 
replacement of the metaphor of folders on a desktop that we are 
used to in our computers. I believe it could help users find content 
and remember contexts more easily. 

The Timelines could be used as an interface for cloud storage 
solutions, like Dropbox or Google Drive. This opens up the 
possibility of sharing different parts of the timeline with different 
people, and in this way opening up for a very scalable and 
controllable way of distributing data, as it could work to share 
both ways. If two people have shared an experience in real life, 
the can “merge” the timelines at that point, and get access to each 
other’s content.

I have put the timeline in two contexts to illustrate how this 
might work. Both are based around cloud storage, which is sure to 
evolve rapidly in the near future, due to strong competition to get 
customers.

Timeline tool integrated directly 
in Mac OS X’s Finder, with cloud 
storage. Parts of the timeline 
are shared with other people. 
The sharing is managed through 
the social sidebar.

Timelines could serve as an addition or replacement to 

the metaphor of folders on a desktop.

Inside a part of the Timeline 
tool in Finder. Gives easy access 
and overview of content from 
multiple people.

Navigating inside a part of the timeline, the user gets access to the other peoples files.

Finder integration

By integrating cloud storage directly into the operating system on 
computers, files are automatically backed up, and can be accessed 
anywhere. This also makes it very easy to share content with 
specific people; everything is already online, all you need is to give 
someone access to the relevant data.
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Dropbox integration

The market leader on cloud storage today is Dropbox. But many 
other companies are moving into this field. I have suggested 
integrating Timelines into the service as a unique feature to keep a 
competitive edge.

Email invitation to “merge” parts 
of two peoples timelines that 
represent the same experience.

Receiving an invitation to join a part of a friend’s Timeline through Dropbox.

Infographic from Jonathan Good 
in 1000memories.com, show-
ing that the trend of our stor-
age media getting shorter and 
shorter life spans have finally 
turned with cloud storage.

“Dropbox will need to innovate; it needs to come up 

with ideas that makes its service more distinct, easier, 

and more noticeable than Google Drive” David Ruddock, editor
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Inspiration 

One of my inspirations for working with content on a timeline 
is the XKCD comic on the opposite page by Randall Munroe. 
It shows complete overviews of very complex storylines in a 
very compact and still readable manner, by showing character  
interactions from beginning to end in different movies.
The comic does not re-tell the narrative, but works very well to 
remember it, if you allready know the story.

By using tools to enrich datasets like the one from London, 
visualizations inspired by this kind of visual storytelling could be 
made.

[Spoiler alert] The epic tale of how the ring (yellow) was destroyed - retold in comic form by XKCD.
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Select Events

The tool for selecting events is made for people to look through 
their own content, and quickly be able to divide a large group of 
photos up into smaller parts that represent single smaller events. 
For example, out of the 547 photos I took during my five days in 
London, 24 are from our visit to the Really Interesting Group and 
4 are from a dinner at a Chinese restaurant. By simply dragging 
selections over thumbnails of the photos, labels can be assigned in 
a quick way.

The thumbnails are quite small but it turns out that to the 
photographer, this is usually all that is needed to recollect what 
the pictures are of.  By going through the material in this way, I 
believe that the user also “re-lives” the experience, and brings it 
back into mind, so it is easier to tell stories based on the images.

A tool for grouping 
one user’s content in 
an easy way, while 
producing colorful 
graphics that can be 
printed as posters.

The select events tool with some “things” labelled, and about to make the next selection.

MOSS AIRPORTSKETCHBOOK RYANAIR AIRPLANE TRAIN TO LONDON REALLY INT-

ERESTING GROUP

PUB

BAR TAXI TO THE HOTEL

LIVERPOOL STREET GIRAFFE DINER GOING TO FIELD.IO

ON THE ROOF WITH FIELD.IO

BARBICAN

DESIGN MUSEUM GOING TO SOUTH KENSINGTON SCIENCE

MUSEUM

CAFÉ MEETING UP WITH AMY

GETTING HOME VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM

WALKING AROUND HOSTEL WALKING AROUND HYDE PARK

SAATCHI GALLERY

WALKING BY BAKER STREET BACK IN NORWAY

GOING TO CENTRE WA-

LKING TO DESIGN MUSEUM. CROSSING LOMDON BRIDGE.

TECHNO CLUB

GROUND, MESSING WITH CAMERA

UNDER-

FIELD.IO CHINEESE FOOD

UNDERGROUND

MINT DIGITAL

BBCUNDERGROUND

LAST.FM OUTSIDE BERG THAI FOOD

LUTON
AIRPORT

Another result from going through this process is that the 
dataset gets enriched. The labels are saved, and can be brought up 
elsewhere, like in the Timelines or the Meta Graph tool. 

When used in a dataset with multiple users, the tool could be 
expanded to suggest events automatically, based on other users 
selections.

Grahical outputs

The images selected get covered by a colored block, that picks 
up it’s color from the first image in the selection (based on the 
method described in the ‘Color’-chapter). This process reduces the 
complexity of the set, and abstracts the data away from the actual 
images, and thereby telling a simple story in itself.

I have set up a couple of layouts that can be saved or printed, as a 
custom memory or souvenir from an experience.

My trip to London, told by 
colored labels based on my 
own photos. The black divid-
ers indicate the nights I slept 
there.
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Poster

In the poster on this page, the days have been split up to make a 
lighter layout with more white space and air. 

When seen at a distance, the blocks on the page can resemble 
words (in addition to containing actual words). In this way, 
the days become “paragraphs”, in the graphical story about the 
experience from London.

MOSS AIRPORTSKETCHBOOK RYANAIR AIRPLANE TRAIN TO LONDON REALLY INT-

ERESTING GROUP

PUB

BART AXI TO THE HOTEL

LIVERPOOL STREET GIRAFFE DINER

FIELD.IO

GOING TO -

ON THE ROOF WITH FIELD.IO

BARBICAN

DESIGN MUSEUM

GOING TO SOUTH KENSINGTON SCIENCE MUSEUM

CAFÉ MEETING UP WITH AMY

GETTING HOME

VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM

WALKING AROUND HOSTEL

WALKING AROUND HYDE PARK SAATCHI GALLERY

WALKING BY BAKER STREET BACK IN NORWAY

GOING TO CENTRE WALKING TO DESIGN MUSEUM. CROSSING LOMDON BRIDGE.

TECHNO CLUB

UNDERGROUND, MESSING WITH CAMERA

FIELD.IO OFFICE CHINEESE FOOD

UNDERGROUND

MINT DIGITAL

BBCUNDERGROUND

LAST.FMO UTSIDE BERGT HAI FOOD

LUTON
AIRPORT

THURSDAY

LONDON 2012
WHAT HAPPENED IN

STUFF DOCUMENTED IN MY 547 PHOTOS
LENGTH: NUMBER OF PHOTOS

COLOR: FIRST PICTURE REDUCED TO ONE COLOR

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

A poster made from the data defned in the Select Events tool
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Natural language experiment

The labels could also be used in further interfaces to tell the 
story in other ways. I have sketched one interface that help add 
natural language to the labels, and thereby creating a naive story 
about the events that took place during an experience. By saving 
previously entered text, this interface could get smarter, and make 
suggestions based on the content.

The widths of the bars represent the amount of pictures from each 
event. This is only a sketch made as an experiment, and not a part 
of the current tool.

MOSS AIRPORT

RYANAIR AIRPLANE

TRAIN TO LONDON

REALLY INTERESTING GROUP

PUB

BAR

TAXI TO THE HOTEL

LIVERPOOL STREET

GIRAFFE DINER

GOING TO FIELD.IO

ON THE ROOF WITH FIELD.IO

BARBICAN

DESIGN MUSEUM

GOING TO SOUTH KENSINGTON

SCIENCE MUSEUM

CAFÉ

MET UP WITH AMY

GETTING HOME

VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM

WALKING AROUND

HOSTEL

WALKING AROUND HYDE PARK

SAATCHI GALLERY

WALKING BY BAKER STREET

BACK IN NORWAY

GOING TO LONDON CENTRE

CROSSING LONDON BRIDGE.

TECHNO CLUB

UNDERGROUND, MESSING WITH CAMERA

FIELD.IO OFFICE

CHINEESE FOOD

UNDERGROUND

MINT DIGITAL

BBC

LAST.FM

OUTSIDE BERG

THAI FOOD

The ‘childish’ version of my 
trip to London, telling only the 
external story visible in the 
pictures in a flat, but graphically 
different way.

Suggested interface for adding 
natural language.
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MetaGraph

The MetaGraph tool was one of the first I started making when 
returning from London. As one of my goals was to work with the 
meta data in the pictures rather than only the images, I needed 
a way to visualize the different properties. I started working 
with code, using JavaScript and the d3.js library (described in 
the appendix), to get the data from lists of numbers into visual 
elements that make it easier to grasp large sets of data.

The main function of MetaGraph is basically a bar chart. The 
height and width of the bars change according to the data it is set 
to visualize. It works with individual datasets from the London 
trip, and shows one bar per photo taken. The widths of the bars 
get thinner with larger number of pictures, as the total width of 
the graph is constant. The toolbar at the top changes which meta 
data property that defines the heights.

By hovering over the bars with the mouse cursor, the represented 
image appears in the left side of the screen, and a box with some 
info about the photo in the right side. In this way, the graph 
becomes a quick way to scrub through the dataset as well.

The MetaGraph tool 
visualizes hidden data 
in sets of digital pho-
tos, shows relations 
between them and 
helps find patterns in 
the data that can re-
veal human behaviour 
and stories.

Initial view of the MetaGraph tool, with an image selected. This view shows the time since the first picture, 
and can tell us how quickly pictures are taken, and when pictures were not taken.

Colorize

The first button in the toolbar toggles use of colors from the 
images in the bar chart. This makes the chart more useful for 
finding specific images (and more fun to look at).

By turning on colors, and choosing “LightValue” as the property to 
visualize, the graph from the previous page looks like this:

The heights of the bars now represent the measured “amount of 
light”. This is a number that is calculated from the shutter speed, 
aperture and ISO camera settings for each image. It does not say if 
the image is dark or bright, but rather if the sun was shining, or if 
an image was taken late at night. Values of 14-16 usually indicate 
bright sunlight, while 0-3 indicates a dark room or night.

There is a range of other properties to look at, showing different 
data. Some of them are:

Color temperature

Showing the measured white balance in the scene. This might be 
used to find pictures that are taken inside, outside or pictures of a 
sunset.

Images missing

By looking at the filenames, which almost always are numbered 
consecutively, it is possible to check if anything is missing. 
Sometimes the stories can be found in what is NOT told.

Focus distance

Very inaccurate number that I was hoping could tell the distance 
to the motive. Are you a close-snapper, or gazing into the horizon?

Camera Temperature

I was not aware that my camera had a thermometer, until this 
number turned up in the data, measuring degrees Celcius. Does 
not seem very accurate either, but says something about the 
weather.

Color toggle button.

Bars showing image colors. 
Heights represent amount of 
light in the scene shot.

Color temperature.

One image missing.

Focus distance

Temperature
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Cadence

This is another calculated value, which looks at frequency of 
photography. The graph can be a bit difficult to understand at 
first, but interesting to play around with.
Here is an example of how it looks:

For each photo, the tool looks forwards and backward 15 minutes 
in time, and counts how many pictures is found in that timespan. 
When moving the cursor over the graph, all the images that are 
taken within that time turn green.
 
This can say something about behaviour, and if the photographer 
took pictures for a long period of time. By adjusting the timespan 
with the slider controls, it is also useful for identifying images 
taken very rapidly. Such images usually work well with the 
Flipbook tool, descibed in the next section. 

What does it mean?

I was hoping to use this tool for identifying patterns that could be 
used to find stories within the data that were not necessarily based 
around chronology in time. It has not proven to be very effective 
for this purpose, so I believe this tool is more for “nerds”, that find 
it entertaining to look at data as an activity in itself. It was also a 
great exercise for working with data visualization with code.

Postcards

While the graphics produced by the tool are not immediately 
understandable to most people, they do have certain aesthetic 
qualities that I wanted to explore further. One idea is to make 
postcards from the graphs. 

This could be made into a service that prints and send a unique 
card to someone, based on your personal MetaGraph, as a 
manifistation of all the pictures you have to show when you get 
home. By annotating the graphs, they can be made much more 
understandable, and work better for telling stories.

Cadence brings up an extra 
control to adjust time period 
for the photo frequency.

Thursday Friday

Greetings from London

Saturday

Time since 
arrival

= one photo
= five photos

All the photos from Rudis trip

MetaGraph postcard with annotations for axis, and showing the widths of photo-bars as a reference.

This card has custom annotations that tell a small story from each day.

While the graphs are not always immediately under-

standable, they have interesting aesthetic qualities.
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Flipbook

This tool is one of the simplest, and possibly the most entertaining 
tool in the project. It lets the user view a set of images in 
succession, either at a defined speed, or by moving the cursor (or 
swiping a finger) over the image to “scrub” through the set. There 
is a setting for playing the images in “ping-pong”, so that the 
sequence alternates playing forwards and backwards, and a slider 
to control the rate of animation.

A simple tool that lets 
the user place images 
parallel in time, rather 
than space.

The tool was made to be able to deal with pictures that are similar, 
or ones that are taken in rapid succession, and put them in a stack. 
The result appears like gif-animations that have been around since 
1989, and seem to be gaining popularity online again today.

The flipbook tool does not encode the images into one file like 
gif-animations, but rather show and hide the different elements 
at a given rate and order. This gives the flexibility to play with 
speed “live”, and interact directly with the stack. It is built to be 
responsive to different screen resolutions, and works on iPhone/
iPads (with some reduced functionality). It is possible to choose 
from three pre-set sizes, up to a full screen mode that works well 
with high-resolution images.

Rows of images, parallel in space, that works well with the Flipbook tool.

A Flipbook shared on Face-
book’s timeline.

Possibilities

The tool could be expanded to let users embed it onto other 
websites with a piece of html code (like for example YouTube-
videos can be embedded). 

In the current tool I have put in five exampels for testing. It 
would be interesting to work with an interface to allow pictures 
to be imported in different ways. Any image online could be 
included, as long as the URL is known, and “hot-linking” is not 
prohibited. Bringing in pictures from Flickr or Facebook are some 
possibilities.

I also find that it can be useful for actual comparison of images. 
Edward Tufte describes this kind of arrangement in “Visual 

Explanations” as a great way to enhance reading of differences in 
images, compared to when comparing images laid out next to each 
other.
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The web interface in full-width mode.

Embed code from YouTube. 
The same principle can be used 
to share flipbooks to other sites 
on the web.
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Collage

Most of the previous tools focus on the meta data of digital images. 
But in some cases it is also interesting to look closer at the pictures 
themselves. I have made the collage tool to view a number of 
images together, and to adjust the sizes and arrangements of them.

The layout is quite basic. It shows a column-based grid of a 
selected number of images. All the images are scaled to have the 
same widths, independently of the heights. By clicking an image, 
the size change, alternating between three sizes that all fit in the 
columns. 

When enlarging images, some white space tend to appear between 
the images. By pressing the “shuffle” button, the collage is thrown 
around, and usually they fall into a nice arrangement after a few 
attempts.

The collage tool pro-
vides a simple inter-
face for displaying 
many pictures togeth-
er, and makes it pos-
sible to emphasises or 
remove content.

Collage showing the visit to Really Interesting Group in London, with some images emphasized.

The shuffle button rearranges 
the content randomly, and can 
help out to fill white space in 
the layout.

Six different arrangements of 
the same content, by shuffling
 them around.

I have built in methods for sorting the data based on meta data 
properties like light value, time or color temperature, but the 
column based grid tend to break the feeling of continuity, so 
sorting has not proven very effective to get an understanding of 
sequences.

I imagine that the tool can be effective for removing pictures from 
batches as well, possibly by changing privacy settings to hide the 
them from the public or a group.
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Integration

The simplicity of the collage tool makes it usable in many different 
contexts. The layouts can be put together from several peoples 
content, as it scales the images to fit. A collage could be placed on 
web pages as illustrations for stories, or printed as physical media, 
like posters, cards or photo books. 

Mashup interface of an overview page for an event. Collage shared on Facebook’s timeline.

The simplicity of the tool makes it usable in several 

different contexts.
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Map

Travel was the main type of event I wanted to work with for 
this project. Both beacause people like to remember their travels, 
and this activity usually generates a lot of data. People take more 
pictures, and they leave a trail of visited positions a they move 
around in the word.

The tool is based around a map, and shows the positions of 
recorded GPS-tracks over time. Since I only had the chance to 
work with two location datasets from London, I have focused on 
the relation between two people.

Interaction

I have built a few ways to navigate through the data. The graph in 
the window on the bottom, represent the movement of two people 
over time. The height represent distance to a certain point, in this 
case the centre of London, adjusted on a logarithmical scale, to try 

A tool for looking at 
geo-location data to 
find patterns and rela-
tions between people 
in time and space.

Map tool in a browser, showing parts of two different recorded location tracks from the London trip, 
and the distance between two of the points.

The Frame relation button will 
adjust the bounds of the map 
to the selected markers.

to show both short and long distances on the same graph. 

The bars are placed on a timeline, and starts at the point in time 
they are registered, and end when a new point is recorded. The 
data is recorded with a smartphone app called OpenPaths, which 
is made to conserve battery by only recording points when the 
phone moves. This is the reason for the un-even widths of the 
bars. The person is assumed to be as the position where he or she 
was “last seen” by the GPS.

By moving the mouse cursor over the graph, markers representing 
the positions of the people show up on the map, with a line 
showing the distance between them at this point.

Above the map, a button makes it possible to “frame relations”, 
by panning and setting the bounds of the map to fit the selected 
markers. 

Above the graph, there is a “range slider” that can be used to view 
a period of time. This makes it possible to see a range of positions 
at the same time. By scrubbing the slider, a range of markers 
appears and disappear, creating an animation showing people 
racing around.

Lines of stories?

In the case of the London trip, this tool can be hard to use to 
make meaning of the markers and lines appearing on the map. 
Both because the accuracy of the data is sometimes poor, but also 
because the actual movements cross and the lines and markers 
overlap, making it difficult to get a sense of continuity. 

It would be useful to develop other ways of looking at look at this 
kind of data, typically from cities, like accumulated distance, or by 
finding “hotspots” that indicate importance. 
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Slow travel 

I started developing this tool before I got data from London. I 
gathered data with the same app from a fellow student and myself. 
I found that the results worked better over a longer period of time, 
as the motion over time was more evident. It is also clear that land 
based travel over greater distance than inside a city creates more 
clear narratives.

I believe this kind of data be a very good asset when telling stories 
that involves long trips, like road trips, or other experience that 
takes longer time. It could also be integrated into the Timelines 
tool to give context to “spikes” that indicate events.

Spreading the information

Only two of eleven people provided location data from the 
London trip. But a lot of us moved around together much of the 
time. By integrating the map tool with for example the timelines 
tool, where people’s content can be linked together contextually, 

Tracks from two weeks, show-
ing me and another student. 
Most the time we are in Oslo, 
but our trips to Rauland and 
Malmø are a lot clearer.

“Map”, public installation 2006-2010, by Aram Bartholl.

By integrating Map with another group tool, datasets 

can be enriched to help tell stories from our lives.

When grouping content from 
several people into events, 
the data can spread within the 
data in the event, making a 
richer dataset.

Image has 
Location data

data propagates

the location data can be attached to the pictures of other people in 
the group. 

This would again provide a richer dataset for everyone, and give 
more material to help remember, visualize and tell stories from 
our lives.
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About the name

Even if I have worked with the different tools as separate concepts, 
they are presented with a common name. They are branded as 
“QasionTools” and I have created a small visual identity with a 
logo to bring them toghether.

The word Qasion is derrived from “Occasion”, by moving the O 
over the two c’. This is to say that the tools are meant to deal with 
events of spesial interest, or occasions that we share with our 
friends and family.

It is not entirely clear how the word is pronouced. My version is 
to say it in the same way as occasion, without the first syllable.

Qasion |’kāZHən|

casionTools 

ccasionTools 

The website that presents the tools are branded the the logo.

The story of how the “O” ate 
the “cc” and became a “Q”

ccasionTools 

The set of tools is 
called “QasionTools”.
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

This project has found its current form, as it has progressed. It 
has followed the path I set out in the program in many areas, and 
also found other directions than I imagined before starting. My 
plan was simple; start working with real data by using code and 
visualization as main methods, and aim to make useful tools.

The six tools I have ended up with were defined towards the very 
end of the project period, and they have been mixed and matched 
in different constellations along the way. They could have ended 
up as other tools than what they are now, and there are still ideas I 
did not get to start working on during the four months the project 
has lasted.

When it comes to the actual results, it has been exciting to look 
beyond the pure functionality and explore other possibilities I 
believe the tools have. Even if I have not worked to create a system 
ready for the consumer market, I am starting to see how the tools 
could become part of a platform for collaborative storage and 
sharing of data, as well as looking for meaning and stories. I have 
started to make ways that some of the tools can work together, 
and I hope to continue to develop them further to let anyone use 
them with their own data.

Using code as a main work method makes the project different 
from traditional ways of running a design process. Sometimes it 
takes a lot of time to get basic ideas up and running, which could 
have been sketched out as wireframes and evidenced in Photoshop 
much quicker. But when the basics are in place, iteration can take 
place at a very high rate, as I can start working with data as objects 
and change dynamic properties. I have also found it very useful 
to have real world data to work with, to shape the functionality 
and designs around, and get a deeper understanding of data as a 
material. 

This understanding came at the cost of time, and more of the 
process has gone into mining data from image files and staring at 
huge spread sheets to find something useful, than I had planned.

In my program, I identified three fields I would work within; 
Interface design, data visualization and storytelling, and creating 
“storytelling tools” was defined as a goal. As I have worked, I have 

Final thoughts about 
the process and the 
future importance of 
the project.

tried to keep the tools from “taking ownership” of the data away 
from the user. The tools do not “spit out” ready-made stories, but 
rather lets the users work with the structure and organization of 
their own material, to help them remember or even discover their 
own histories. I believe implementing simple features like the 
possibility to enter stories as text, or record them as sound files, 
would be one of the best ways to then tell these stories.

Finally I do believe that some of the concepts of collaborative 
cloud storage will be a growing field where we will see a lot of 
innovation in the near future. I also believe that practical skills 
for working with large datasets from a design perspective will be 
needed as the amount of digital information about our lives only 
continues to grow.

One of a number of quick iterations over the collage tool.
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Appendix
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TOOLS TOOLS TOOLS TOOLS TOOLS TOOLS

Tools for the tools
Working with code to make the different tools come alive have 
been a big part of my project. I have mostly used JavaScript as the 
language for creating the tools, which runs in all modern web-
browsers. For many tasks there are libraries, or collections of 
pre-written code available to help out. Here is a list of the most 
important ones, with a short description of what they have helped 
me do.

d3.js - Data Driven Documents

http://mbostock.github.com/d3/
This javascript library by Mike Bostock is a rising star in the data 
visualization community. It lets you “connect” sets of data (like 
meta data from pictures) to elements on a webpage to make visual 
representations of the data, and transform the elements based on 
change in data using technologies like CSS3, HTML5 and SVG. 
Also has a lot of useful methods for working with time scales, 
animation and more.

Isotope

http://isotope.metafizzy.co/
A javascript library by David DeSandro that helps out with layout 
of elements on webpage. Used in the Collage tool, for making 
pictures stack neatly. Isotope also has features for sorting and 
filtering elements. 
Known as the big brother of the jQuery Masonry plugin.

jQuery

http://jquery.com/
jQuery is a widely used javascript library that just makes a lot of 
programming tasks easier.

Google Maps API

https://developers.google.com/maps/
Google maps is widely known, and this API is what is used to 
make custom versions of these maps on webpages. In addition to 
the map graphics, it has a lot of methods for calculating distance 
and other tasks relating to geography.

Bootstrap

http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/
Made by the people behind Twitter. This is a front-end toolkit 
for helping out with layout of webpages, and appearance and 
behavior of interactive elements like buttons and forms. Makes it 
easier to build “responsive” designs that work on different screen 
resolutions and mobile devices.

Illustration of Isotope/masonry 
in action

An overview of most 
of the code libraries 
used in the project.
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Processing

http://processing.org/
Open source programming language for working with images, 
animations and interactions. 

ExifTool

http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/
This is a program for working with meta data in photos. It is 
a Perl-library that is accessed as a command-line application 
through terminal. It is made and maintained by Phil Harvey, who 
collects and decodes meta data from a huge amount of different 
cameras. This is very useful, as this data is not very standardized 
between camera makers, and the program is currently being used 
by Flickr for extracting meta data.
Also has a very impressive rate of releasing updates.

Phil Harvey

List of ExifToolupdates. 
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Links
Through the project, I have collected links from the web in a 
“stack” on Delicious.com. The links are related to many different 
aspects of my work, from inspiration to technical solutions I have 
found interesting along the way.

The following pages contain a screen grab of the list of links. The 
blue boxes under each link are my notes. These annotations are 
written for myself, but might give some context as to why the 
links are included.

The stack is available online here:
http://delicious.com/stacks/view/H0J2sP

http://delicious.com/stacks/view/H0J2sP
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London survey

The survey I made for 
the group going to 
London. The goal was 
to prepare for the data 
they would collect and 
learn something about 
their habits and 
attitudes towards 
photography, 
documentation and 
sharing.
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Survey results

Nine of eleven people answered the survey. It is a bit hard to say 
something in general about the crowd based on so few answers, 
but it told me that the group would carry a lot of cameras, 
and probably produce a lot of pictures. Other trends are that 
preserving memories (for themselves) is a big motivation for 
taking pictures, as well as taking “good” pictures. They are eager to 
get pictures of their cameras, and care about privacy settings when 
sharing them online.
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